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WINNIN’ TIME! is the most valuable tool you can use to prepare for the California Bar Examination. You
can use it months before the exam. Or even 8 days before… If everything else falls apart, WINNIN’ TIME!
is the place to go. WINNIN’ TIME! provides the following point-generating tools:

•Perspective for each topic through the Forest For The Trees
•A precise listing of how many different ways the subject is tested
•Backup data showing how each subject has been tested from 1993-2007
•Discovering “hidden” issues through issue clustering
•Two revolutionary boilerplates for Evidence and PR that will help you on the hardest and the most
frequently tested topics on the bar exam
•Tips about presenting your exam properly with Multi-Factor Major Issue Tests
•Outlines include Business Associations, Civil Procedure and Evidence “enhancements”!
•Clear advice about a variety of important bar exam topics in Quick Hits
•Saves law students critical outlining time on black letter law throughout law school!

First-timers and repeaters have passed using the methods and outlines detailed in WINNIN’ TIME! Top of
the class and bottom. ABA school and CA-accredited school. From 3L’s to law firm partners taking the
exam for the first time in over 20 years. Students with and without learning disabilities. Now it’s your turn.
Because soon enough your date with bar exam destiny will come near. It’s your time. It’s WINNIN TIME!

“WINNIN’ TIME! is, hands down, the best bar study resource available! Because of Steven's outlines I was
prepared and confident when I took the July ’07 exam.” - Rachel Gezerseh, Esq.

"WINNIN’ TIME! contains essential information in a format that is easy to memorize. During the exam, I
could recall so much law that I imagined a bell ringing each time I generated points." – Kerianne Steele, Esq.

“The Evidence Boilerplate made the difference between being a 5th time repeater and a practicing attorney!"
– Nerisha Soodeehul, Esq.
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From reader reviews:

Gerri Townsend:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students since they are still students or this for all people in
the world, exactly what the best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that question above.
Every person has various personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be compelled someone or
something that they don't need do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book
WINNIN' TIME!. All type of book is it possible to see on many resources. You can look for the internet
resources or other social media.

Elizabeth Hart:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or go to the outside with them household or
their friend. Were you aware? Many a lot of people spent these people free time just watching TV, or maybe
playing video games all day long. If you need to try to find a new activity that's look different you can read
some sort of book. It is really fun for yourself. If you enjoy the book that you simply read you can spent 24
hours a day to reading a guide. The book WINNIN' TIME! it is quite good to read. There are a lot of those
who recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. In case you did not have enough space
to deliver this book you can buy the particular e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book out of your
smart phone. The price is not very costly but this book provides high quality.

Ronnie Chaney:

The book untitled WINNIN' TIME! contain a lot of information on that. The writer explains her idea with
easy means. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do not really worry, you can easy to
read it. The book was written by famous author. The author provides you in the new era of literary works. It
is possible to read this book because you can please read on your smart phone, or program, so you can read
the book inside anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open their official web-site as
well as order it. Have a nice examine.

Christopher Suttle:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make
someone to understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information
simpler to share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon.
You will see that now, a lot of publisher this print many kinds of book. Typically the book that
recommended for your requirements is WINNIN' TIME! this e-book consist a lot of the information of the
condition of this world now. This specific book was represented just how can the world has grown up. The
vocabulary styles that writer make usage of to explain it is easy to understand. The writer made some study
when he makes this book. That's why this book suited all of you.
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